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On the Edge
Happy New Year!
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love New Year’s time. It’s so full of possibilities, and hope for me. Last year at
this time I didn’t know my whole world
would change; my job, car, house, parenthood situation, it all changed in one week
last March. That sounds worse than it was,
(and coordinated, but none had anything
to do with the other, oddly) and I knew at
the time that all of those changes, disguised as catastrophes, were in fact blessings, for my family and for me.
People have come into my life this year,
some new, some just became closer, and I
lost a few.
“Should old acquaintance be forgot…” I
love that song. It always reminds me of the
end of “It’s a Wonderful Life,” a reminder

The stories I’ve published
about people and their
relationships to their cars has
made me laugh… and cry.
to count our blessings, even if they’re
masquerading as disasters. Auld Lang Syne
means “old long ago,” and there’s a whole
scene about it in “When Harry Met Sally”
Harry wonders out loud, “What does this
song mean? My whole life, I don’t know
what this song means. I mean, ‘Should old
acquaintance be forgot?’ Does that mean
that we should forget old acquaintances?
Or does it mean that if we happened to
forget them, we should remember them?
Which is not possible because we already
forgot them.”
“Well, maybe it just means that we should
remember that we forgot them or something,” Sally reasons.
“Anyway, it’s about old friends.”
I try to recall those who should not be
forgotten in my life, old and new. Some of
the most influential have stemmed from
my joining this Club, and becoming the
Editor here at the NOR’EASTER. I see them
at gatherings, and in the paddock. Sometimes at the Board meetings Bill and I will
throw down on the LeMons series, and
Steve Ross teaches me something new
PG. 6
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about the club I didn’t know.
I’ve met people in the PCA who have
been elevated to “hero” in my book; they
are some of the kindest, most generous
people you’ll ever want to welcome into
your life. It is my honor to know them,
and the blessing they are in my world.
I’ve made friends who I only see at
the track, and that’s OK, because that’s
where we bonded, we’re always happy
to see each other. My track buddies
introduced me to other track buddies…
that is the way of clubs. Then we grow
in friendship outside of the paddock,
insinuating ourselves into each other’s
lives off the track.
I learned this year that I’ve influenced
others. Some to drive on the track some
to just get out there and drive. That’s
always surprising to me, and also a blessing.
The stories I’ve published about people
and their relationships to their cars has
made me laugh… and cry. Their cars
have saved their marriages, their sanity,
and sometimes their lives. It’s amazing
what perfectly engineered machines are
capable of, and what the clubs that form
around them mean in people’s lives.
Four years ago this month I sat
down to write my first column for the
NOR’EASTER. Dave carefully took me by
the hand, and launched me into Porsche
press-hood. If you’ve read the columns,
you know the stories, if you haven’t then
you either don’t read my columns, or are
new. It’s probably the former, and you’re
not reading this one either, so you don’t
care.
Speaking of first columns, this month is
Mike Kerouac’s first. He’s a great contributor (and friend), and he won the
NOR’EASTER “Contributor of the Year”
award for 2013. Come to think of it, he
won it in 2012, and 2011 too! It must be
in the genes.
I asked Mike, (or maybe twisted his
arm a little) if he’d like to be a columnist
because his passion for cars is boundless,
and Porsches are at or near the top of
R
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his list. He’s a collector of both old and new
Pcars, and has a lot to say about them, the
marque, and cars in general. We don’t always
agree, but that’s what makes the world go
round. Plus it may balance out my neverending passion for ‘new” cars. But it won’t
balance my passion for racing. Mike’s a racer
too, a good one.
He’ll still contribute features, he has to,
(more arm twisting) but a column will give
him space for less Porsche direct journalism.
Our new Madam President will also be
contributing from here on out. Kristin is a
life long (and I mean life long – Kristin was
quite literally on a track, in a Porsche in utero)
Porsche girl, and has continued on page 49

In This Issue...

W

e celebrate the holidays in the
form of the NER Gala. The pictures
are inside!
Our new Board is in place, and with
that change comes changes to the
NOR’EASTER. We’ve lost some familiar faces
(who I’m sure we’ll see along the way) and
gained some new contributors!
First and foremost our new President.
Kristin Larson is mentioned throughout, so
not too much to say here, except congratulations - and welcome aboard!
Michael Orsini is our new Treasurer. You
may remember him from such episodes as
“Best Bachelor Picnic” at Porsches and Polo,
or various shots around a race track. Please
take a moment to thank Michael for his
generous donation of time and experience
to keep the Club running.
And Mike Kerouac won a column from
me! (OK, I kinda twisted his arm.) Plus he
contributes an article about going from
DE’s to racing which is a “seat of your pants”
expereince!
Happy New Year everyone! I hope you
enjoy the issue!
Another Correction! Maureen Spooner
was the co-author of the travel piece submitted by Donato A. DeNovellis. I left out
her credit - Sorry Maureen!
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Up To Speed
Introductions
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irst, I want to say thank you to the
Nominating Committee for the
nomination of President for NER in
2014. And congrats to all the other Board
members, Nick Shanny as VP Activities,
Bill Seymour and Rosemary Driscoll as VP
Admin, Marcus Collins and Dani Fleming
as Membership, Hans Peter Schaefer as
Secretary, Adrianne Ross as Newsletter Editor, Chris Mongeon as Past President, and
Michael Orsini as Treasurer. I am looking
forward to a fun and busy year in 2014. I
know they and all the committee members
have all started planning for an exciting
year!
These articles are taking me out of my

Gate Region in CA and then transferred
to Northern New Jersey Region (NNJR)
in 1969 and are now members of Down
East Region as they have retired to
Maine. They have both been President
and Chief Instructors for more years than
I can count. Additionally, my brother
Scott is member and instructor within
NNJR. I remember my summers as a
child going to Pocono, Lime Rock and
Watkins Glen riding around on our
bicycles and eventually dirt bikes over
mounds of dirt and undeveloped areas
of the infield. This was also a time in
which the club had to bring its own
cones and set up the track in, apex and
track out cones. I still remember
I remember my summers as a child at the end of an event, we kids
would all jump into the NNJR van
going to Pocono, Lime Rock and
pick up the cones. We thought
Watkins Glen riding around on our to
it was exciting as we could ride
bicycles...
for 1 lap of the track, only to find
out as an adult, the adults were
simply exhausted.
comfort zone, especially as I found out my
We joined NER in the fall of 2009 and
first article was due on Sunday (this is now did our first event in the spring of 2010
Monday as I start typing). I thought I would in our 1983 white 911 SC that my parents
start with a bit of background about myself. gave to me when they moved to Maine.
I am a Certified Public Accountant who
Yes – I know I am lucky and have wondeals with numbers, not words, and lives in derful parents. We drove the SC for 2
Acton with my other half, Dave Berman, our years and then not surprisingly, we had
dog, Cam and 3 cats, Blue, Tiger and Lily.
grandiose ideas to make the car better
Dave and I have been members of Northon the track. The car was in good origieast since 2009 and I just completed my
nal shape so we went out and bought
second year as Treasurer on the Board. You a second Porsche, the Carrera we drive
will often find me at the NER track events or today.
Fort Devens for an autocross or many any
My family today uses track events as
other Porsche events. Dave and I share our family reunions. For the past 4 years, all
1985 Carrera for which I am lucky that Dave 5 drivers and 3 cars make it up to Watkins
does the majority of the maintenance and Glen for a long weekend event – see the
upgrades on the car. I follow my Mom’s
family picture below. It is great family
philosophy on driving “It is your job to keep bonding time.
the car running, it is my job to drive it.”
People would ask me, “How did you learn
about PCA?” in which I answer “I am a child
of PCA.” PCA has been a part of my life
from the moment I was born. My parents,
Rick and Laurel Townsend, have been driving PCA DE events since 1968 with Golden
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Apples and Oranges
Driving Activities
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s the year draws to a close, it is
about time that I start writing
the column I was supposed to be
writing all year long. The Board has been
very kind to not harass me too much as I
deal with my strong reluctance to writing
articles. A new year and a new goal.
Over the past several years I have been
participating in the DE events hosted by
NER as well as NCR. I have had the great
fortune to be able to share my passion
of DE with my middle child, Brendan. He
started DE when he turned 18 and has
taken to it like no ones business. He has
a natural ability to drive the car well, fast,
and with confidence. Due to the great
instructors that we have as part of our DE
program, he has progressed rapidly. In
fact, he has been rather stymied by the
fact that I have not progressed as quickly.

and generally share a great passion for
cars and driving on the track.
I experienced that same welcoming attitude when my youngest, Liam, turned
18 in October. 2 days later, he was at the
track driving Pumpkin, the 1976 911 we
have. We only had one day at the track,
but it was well worth it to see his instructor, Judy Hendrickson, work with him as
he learned the line, gained confidence,
and generally became more comfortable
driving a car around NHMS. When we
left that day, he was already planning
all of our driving activities for 2014, be
they AX or DE. The ear to ear grin did
not leave his face for days. These are the
small things that making belonging and
participating in this club so worth it.

These are the small things that
making belonging and participating in this club so worth it.
He could easily solve that problem by
purchasing his own car, but that is another
story.
2013 did not see Brendan participating
as much due to his school schedule as well
as summer time activities. He did join me
at the Glen this past August where he had
great fun driving the 2011 Cayman Interseries for the first time. Needless to say,
he loved the new car and drove it like he
stole it. There was a few sessions where he
was trading times with more experienced
drivers, pushing his lap time down to 2:13.
Wait..that would be bragging. Oh well…
he certainly made me look slow.
A great deal of thanks must be given to
the NER DE community as they have welcomed Brendan, as well as other members
of my family, regardless if they are showing up once or multiple times. People are
always willing to help, answer questions,
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Sales • Service • Parts

NEW LOCATION
Boulder Industrial Park
Building 10-A
(Behind Northern Equipment)
off Route 20 in North Oxford, MA

888-414-2287
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Four Speeds & Drum Brakes
Another Road Trip

A

s any faithful reader (both of you)
knows, I love a road trip. Any excuse
to get on the highways just makes
my day. Whether it’s leaving in the middle
of the night, the middle of the afternoon,
or even rush hour, I’m up for a drive. I’ll
even make up reasons why I have to fill the
tank and turn the key. This month it was
the best reason ever.
Kerry’s oldest son, Alex, had just turned
16, passed his driving permit test and
needed a car. I had been talking to brother
Bill who had an extra Volvo in his driveway
down in Silver Spring, Maryland and we
put a deal together to get Alex into his first
car.
I’m sure that everyone remembers their

to work hard last summer to put the
funds together to buy the car from Bill.
The plan was to catch a Saturday morning flight to BWI out of Logan airport
where Bill would meet us with the Volvo
and we’d drive it back to Mass.
Bill had gone above and beyond the
call of duty and had really gone through
the Volvo to make sure that it would
make a trip that was further than the
local landfill. He had changed the oil,
fixed the wipers that died years ago
(bad ground), unplugged the door lock
system that had a short in it that caused
the battery to die every few days, and
even had the timing belt changed. After
a good cleanup this car was looking like
an Ebay auction car at twice the sale
price but a deal was a deal and Alex was
getting a great ride.
As expected, the New England weather
was not about to cooperate with our
plans as the local media was billing the
pending storm as the worst of the season. I’d say that it must have been a slow
news week as every station was featuring interviews with people buying snow
shovels at Home Depot. The storm was
predicted to come up from the South
and bring with it 6”-10” of snow , gale

Like most cars that I buy,
money was exchanged for
paperwork in the parking lot at
the airport
first car, some of us even use it as a security
question for online banking. No matter if it
was a family hand me down or something
we saved years for, the first car will always
hold great memories. Mine was a VW that
replaced a Lambretta 150, the result of
mowing yards, delivering
papers and running errands. That little aircooled
bug started me down this
path of rear engine German cars.
The ’85 Volvo was
bought new by Bill’s
mother in law and had
been driven carefully
it’s entire life. A blue 240
four door automatic,
everything worked as it
should and it even had an
updated radio in the dash
that included a CD player.
With photos of the car in
hand, Alex was inspired
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force winds and power failures. It
was slated to start at about noon in the
Boston area so it looked like we would be
leading the storm home if we got the early
start we planned on.
A 6:05 am flight out of Logan means getting up at o’dark thirty but it was like going
fishing with your Dad when you were a
kid, even I couldn’t wait to get going. Alex
was cranked and that’s saying something
for a teen that would rather get up at the
crack of 10. Kerry drove us into the airport,
we hopped on the plane and were in
Baltimore in an hour. Bill pulled up to the
baggage claim area in what had to be the
cleanest 28 year old Volvo in the country.
Alex was thrilled. The law states that newly
permitted drivers can only drive with an
adult in the state of Mass for the first six
months so my job was to get the car to
the border as soon as possible so that Alex
could take over.
Like most cars that I buy, money was
exchanged for paperwork in the parking
lot at the airport, a quick walk around the
car was done and we were down the road
burning gas. My sister, Alex’s Aunt Carolyn,
also got up early and gave Bill a ride home
from the airport, saving
us an hour. With Bill’s
Maryland plates on loan
for the trip we blended
right in with the traffic
rolling through the Baltimore Harbor Tunnel.
The sky was overcast
but nothing was falling
so off we went trying
to beat the storm to
Beantown.
It took only a few miles
to get used to the vague
steering, soft suspension and heater controls.
continued on page 46
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Minutes of the Board
December Meeting

T

he December board of directors
meeting was held on the 12th, was
hosted by Dani Fleming, Marcus Collins & Sudo (their dog). Present besides our
two hosts were Stan, Nick, Chris, Adrianne,
Kristin (our newly elected president), Bill,
Steve (acting secretary) and Mike Orsini
(our newly elected treasurer)
Chris opened the meeting at 8:21 after
a delicious “pig centered meal” (Bacon appetizers and Ham entrée).
Kristin had sent out the financials prior
to the meeting and as there were no
comments on it, Adrianne moved that we
accept them, Bill seconded and all voted
approval.
Dani next gave our membership report
indicating we now have 1521 primary
members, 1014 affiliates for a total of 2535
total members. There were 12 new members and 7 transfers out. Steve mentioned
that this summer he had spoken to Ken
Jensen from Upper Canada Region who is
their Member retention person, a job that
attempts to convince current members to
continue their membership.
Nick indicated that the Ramble promo is
in the December edition of the Noreaster
and the actual signup form will show up
in January as well as the website. Steve
reported that they are still trying to work
out an agreement to hold the Concours,
which would be the Zone event at the
Elms in Newport; hopefully an answer will
be forthcoming in the near future. He also
indicated that the Concours committee
will have a February meeting to review the
new scoring system instituted this year
and propose any tweaks that are needed.
Next up Noreaster, Adrianne indicated
she has had to purchase some printer
components, as they were priced under
her allowable spending limit, no vote was
needed.
At the annual dinner, Janis Reiter’s volunteered to assist the editor with graphic
design material for the Noreaster and
promotions for other events. During this
PG. 10
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and it shall be orgareport Bill indicated he had a personal
nized
at the next meeting
issue with his cat which had affected his
which
will
be
held
at Nick & Kay
clothing. The board requested no further
Shanny’s
home
on
Sunday
January 19th at
information on this matter.
11am.
Bill then gave his administrative VP
With no further business proposed Chris
report indicating the upcoming events
asked
to close the meeting Adrianne seccommencing in 2014, most of which
onded
the proposal and with no dissenting
are now on line at our web site. He also
votes
we
adjourned at 10pm exactly.
requested that help is needed to take
photos and do write-ups for our events
and he requested that participants and
board people who attend the events
may want to step up to help the club.
Donning his Autocross hat, Bill reported that Don Coburn has retired as Zone
1 AX chair and that he (Bill) has been
named as contact person for arranging
the Zone dates and insurance. Devens
has accepted requests for dates and
there is every indication that there will
be AX as usual at Devens in 2014.
Stan was up next with an exHappy PCA Anniversary!
tensive report on DE, he started
off by thanking the board for his
selection for the Enthusiast of the
Ten Years
year award which he received at
Sophia Beaumariage
Fifty-five
the annual dinner last Saturday
George M. Katsar
Eileen Patkin
evening. He then passed out a
Barry F. Montgomery
tentative schedule of events at
Marc A. Polk
Thirty Years
the various tracks we use includRonald N. Reece
Stephen A. Cohen
ing the New Thompson facility.
Robert Yomtov
Philip M. Markham
Confirmation is complete at all
of them with the caveat from the
Five Years
Twenty-five Years
Glen that if the group tentaLaura Baker
Paul Davin
tively interested in is late August
Benjamin Chang
Roseanne DeNovellis Andrea Clagett
date backs out we will have first
Lynn Margolis
choice to take it back. He also
Gordon J. Clagett
Donald K. Maurisso
noted that NCR has requested
Charles M. Friel
a date at Thompson. Stan also
James Hatfield
Fifteen Years
reviewed the Ground school
Katie LeBeau
Peter Donohoe
scheduled for February 2014
Valerie B. MacKoul
Bob Fleming
indicating that a new speaker will
James B. McKenna
Linda Lofaro
be replacing Steve Artick.
Ron B. Orr
Bob L. Wareham
Under new business a request
Christina Ruggles
was made to plan in advance loLeah Carey Scholz
cations and dates for all upcomMelissa Wagner
ing board meetings. The board
William R. Wagner
agreed it would be a good idea
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The Checkered Flag
New Year, New Car

I

t’s the party season and Dani and I
had a great time at the Christmas Gala
at the beginning of the month. Great
food, lots of door prizes, silent raffle with
the proceeds going to Angle Flight, and
the traditional awards. I had the pleasure
of awarding the prizes for the photography contest. You’ll find the winners and
runners-up in this copy of the Nor’Easter.
I do want to thank all those people who
submitted photos - 61 in total across
the various categories. There were some
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We’ll be at the local races in Montreal we’re going back to Stand 11 at the first
swapping it for a while and Dani finally
corner (hotel rooms are already filling up)
convinced me that the time was right.
and Austin in 2014. We were thinking of
So, off we went to Porsche of Burlington.
going to Silverstone as well but the Mt
Two hours later and we were the proud
Tremblant DE is on that weekend and as
new owners of a 2014 Cayenne S in a
we’ve lost Calabogie in 2014 I’ll just have
color that matches the Cayman. It’s the
to put the British Grand Prix off for now.
fourth Porsche we’ve got from Porsche
Instead we’ll head over to Australia in
of Burlington and have nothing put
March to see Dani’s parents (they live in
positive things to say about Philippe and
Melbourne) and watch the races while
Peter on the sales team and the service
we’re there.
department - highly recommended!
Next thing after our boys come home
Our initial plan was for a simOur initial plan was for a simple Cayfor
Christmas is the karting at F1 Boston
ple Cayenne but we also want- enne but we also wanted some of the
in mid-January. I have to admit being a
ed some of the goodies like the goodies like the extended moon roof,
little worried - Sam (our youngest son and
XM radio etc., and the only one that
extended moon roof...
speed demon at Autocross) is coming
came close - that we could drive off the
along (he heads back to college the next
lot - was the Cayenne S. No verdict yet
day). I’m hoping Father Christmas comes in
great shots and I want to give a big
on the acceleration (it seems it snowed
mid-January and gives me an extra turn of
Thank You to Bill, Kristen and Richard
every day since we got it) but for comfort
speed, the question is; will it be enough?
for judging the contest - not easy. My
and handling - I’m impressed. We did
winning shot was taken at the Canadian think of a diesel but the economics
Grand Prix this year - the Mini was part
didn’t work out given the mileage we do.
of the Canadian Touring Cars and seems
The Formula 1 schedule was finally
to corner well even though only three
released earlier this month. Unfortuwheels were on the track. I wonder if the nately New Jersey didn’t make the cut
Cayman can do this at turn 3 at NHMS?
in 2014. The Canadian (Montreal) and
Speaking of DE, Dani and I reached a
USA (Austin) are on the schedule. The full
temporary compromise over our titanic
schedule is:
struggle to get me out of the Cayman. I
Mar 16 - Australian Grand Prix (Melbourne)
get to keep it for at least one more year
Mar 30 - Malaysia Grand Prix (Kuala Lumpur)
and get lots of track time to think about
Apr 6 - Bahrain Grand Prix (Bahrain)
how the PDK compares to a manual
Apr 20 - Chinese Grand Prix (Shanghai)
gearbox in a Miata :-( It’s 10 years since
May 11 - Spanish Grand Prix (Catalunya)
I drove a manual car - when I first came
May 25 - Monaco Grand Prix
to this country I felt compelled to buy a
Jun 8 - Canadian Grand Prix (Montreal)
Ford Mustang. Great car - at least when it Jun 22 - Austrian Grand Prix (Spielberg)
was dry and the road was straight. To this Jul 6 - British Grand Prix (Silverstone)
day I have no idea how they squeezed
Jul 20 - German Grand Prix (Hockenheim)
the engine in the front and the downsize Jul 27 - Hungarian Grand Prix (Budapest)
of the size was that it’s the only car I’ve
Aug 24- Belgian Grand Prix (Spa-Francochamp)
owned where I had to put a concrete
Sep 7 - Italian Grand Prix (Monza)
block in the trunk in the winter just to
Sep 21 - Singapore Grand Prix (Singapore)
get traction.
Oct 5 - Japanese Grand Prix (Suzuka)
I did give up my trusty Ford Explorer
Oct 12 - Russian Grand Prix (Sochi)
this month - 60,000 miles without a
Nov 2- United States Grand Prix (Austin)
single hiccup. I’ve been thinking of
Nov 9 - Brazilian Grand Prix (Sao Paulo)
Nov 23 - Abu Dhabi Grand Prix (Yas Marina)
continued on page 44
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The Long and Winding Road
New Year’s Wish
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’m not going to claim that the holidays
snuck up on me – I’m pretty well on top
of the seasonal chores: snow blower
ready to go (better be – I’m typing as the
snow is coming down in our first real snow
storm of the year), Christmas tree is up,
lights are on the outside trees, snow tires
on the Cayman (first time – thanks to a fair
deal on used tires/rims from Jeff Leeds),
etc. But what I did forget is that in most
years I put what I want for Christmas in
the December NOR’EASTER issue so that
you readers will have time to get it under
my tree. I messed up this year and you
will be reading this too late to make that

wheels (an interesting engineering solution) and the inboard rear brakes giving
it such a clean, simple appearance. And
the third reason is nostalgia. I attended
the 1961 U.S. Grand Prix at Watkins Glen
and the winner was Innes Ireland driving
a Lotus 18/21.
There were a lot of firsts for that race –
other than just for me. It was the first F1
race at Watkins Glen (previous year had
been at Riverside). It was the first ever
F1 win for Lotus (they had won a nonchampionship race in 1960) and the first
and only F1 win for Ireland. Phil Hill attended the race and took a parade lap in
the pace car – he was the first American
to win the F1 Drivers’ championship but
(T)he car is just so cool
his Ferrari team did not bring cars to the
looking – the iconic wobbly
U.S. since they had already won both the
wheels (an interesting
Driver and Constructor championship.
Furthermore, the circumstances in which
engineering solution) and the
Hill won (in the previous race at Monza
inboard rear brakes...
his team-mate Wolfgang von Tripps, the
points leader, died in a crash) made Ferdeadline. NOT A PROBLEM! I’m OK with it rari’s withdrawal very reasonable.
being late. In fact I’ll be fine if you wait and The second place car was Dan Gurgive it to me next December. What I have
ney in a Porsche 718. This was a single
in mind is a Lotus 18 - a picture is included seater version of the early Porsche race
in case you weren’t familiar with the Lotus cars - descended from the 550/1500RS
numbering schemes. I see one advertised
for sale for only $78,000 which seems like a
bargain for such an historic car (albeit this
one is in Formula Junior configuration and
has no particular provenance).
The Lotus 18 (and I don’t claim expertise,
I’m just looking up stuff online) was Lotus’
first mid-engine car and their first car to
win an F1 race. It came in either Formula
One, Two or Junior configuration – they
differed in engine, transmission and brakes
but shared the spaceframe chassis and
fiberglass skin.
Why pick this car? Well, first of course,
I wanted something affordable enough
for you all – I would be piggish to ask
for an original 427 Cobra, Ford GT40 or
some wildly expensive Ferrari (with 1,500
primary members, the $78,000 is not much
more than $50 apiece!). Secondly, the car
is just so cool looking – the iconic wobbly

Bil

(James Dean’s car) which was followed by
the model 718 (called an RSK because the
front suspension looked like the letter “K” –
and Tom Tate or someone can tell us where
the RS came from). The 718 was originally a
closed wheel car that was used as an open
wheel car for F2. Then when F1 switched
to a 1.5 litre for 1961 it was natural to use
this car, with the usual flat-4 DOHC engine
which probably produced around 150hp (a
far cry from today’s F1, eh?).
I was, of course, rooting for Dan and the
Porsche since I had driven to the race (more
on that in a minute) with my Dad in the
1960 356B which I still own (and which is
currently sitting in the barn with 99,999
miles on the odometer while I try to think
up some clever celebration – suggestions
welcome!). Dan’s car was not really competitive and its 2nd place finish (only 4.3
seconds behind actually) was due to the
failure of other, faster cars. There were not
many cars running at the end of the race.
At the time of the race I was approaching my 15th birthday and the event was
continued on page 44

Lotus 18
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Oil and Water
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Oil and Water
same eco-system. Of course, air cooled
Porsches are the exception. They just
need oil and a bit of moving air to work.
I think I just deviated a bit from the
topic.
Things that don’t mix also loosely fit
the category that “opposites attract.”
What examples do we have? How about
people? Sonny and Cher are an example.
I don’t even have to go through the
reasons. My wife and me, are a second
example; I’m tall she’s short. I’m losing
my hair, she has a bunch. I look at least
my age she looks years younger. She’s
still beautiful. Me? Not so much. Oil and
water we are. But we’ve been married 30
I wanted a title that would be
years. So we’ve learned to coexist in the
a little bit car related, but at
same ecosystem. I’m one lucky guy.
Are there any Porsche examples? How
the same time hint at a
about a rear engine car? It’s supposed
variety topics
to be oil and water
in terms of performance and hanbit about my new affinity towards history,
dling. Engines don’t
my racing hobby and some of my travels.
Other NOR’EASTER columnists write about belong in the rear of
Porsches, DE’s, their family lives, travel and a performance car,
it defies physics, yet
on several occasions the weather (always
Porsche has a 50 year
a great filler). Adrianne surprises and
love affair with the
delights us every month. (How’s that for
911 and so do we.
sucking up to the editor?) I’m thinking
this column can be pretty wide open, but I Air cooled was origistill wanted a title that would be a little bit nally an oil and water
decision by Porsche.
car related, but at the same time hint at a
variety topics, so I ultimately chose “Oil and The evolution to a
water cooled 996
Water”.
platform was an even
“Oil and Water?” you say.
bigger oil and water
“Think about the possibilities”, I respond.
Oil and water don’t mix. How many things decision. I’m feeling
better about naming
in this world don’t mix? Sometimes you
my column “Oil and
keep them separate and other times they
can coexist in the same eco-system? How Water.” I can definitely pull off the Porsche
often do we have differing views and you
connection.
hear someone say, “This is like oil and waPersonal opinion,
ter”? People’s viewpoints can be easily oil
the color of a car
and water. Physical things can obviously
and its effect on the
be oil and water. So let’s switch to cars.
design intent is the
From a car perspective, oil and water definitely don’t mix, but they are both needed last example for this
month’s column. I
to run a modern car. They coexist in the

I

t looks like I’m now writing a monthly
column for the NorEaster. The pressure
from my fan base, all 6 of them, was
enormous. Plus, Adrianne finally twisted
my arm just hard enough for me to say yes.
I guess the beauty of the column format is
the flexibility. I don’t have to stay on topic
and I only loosely have to follow the theme
of my column. Hmmm, a theme, that was
probably the hardest part of kicking off this
column. What do I use as the theme?
The NOR’EASTER is all about Porsches, so
I was compelled to at least have some hint
of a Porsche theme. But I also write a little
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was recently engaged in a healthy debate
with a friend, over the color of a car I was
ordering. Unfortunately, the car is not a
Porsche, so I will call it brand X. Based on
the lines of the car, I was leaning towards
red, with multiple black carbon fiber pieces
highlighting the exterior. It would have a
black interior with more carbon fiber. I felt
that color combo would best show off the
lines of the car and the design intent. The
car is evil looking with many angles, air
vents and transitions. White was too soft,
and I felt that black, although evil, would
hide some of the lines on the car. It would
basically mask the edges and reduce the
depth of the design. My friend totally disagreed. She said one word, “Black.” In her
continued on page 45
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Don’t Lift
2014 Schedule Finalized
St

A

stonished, astounded, bowled
over, dumbfounded, flabbergasted,
surprised, thunderstruck, and, after
recovering for a bit, very appreciative of
the Liz and Bob Cornell Award for PCA
Northeast Enthusiast of the Year which I
received at the Gala Dinner. I’m not sure I
said anything coherent upon receiving the
award but I would like to thank the NER
Board and membership for choosing me as
the recipient. The award is on display front
and center on our fireplace mantel.
At the Annual Gala Dinner on 7 December I had the honor of presenting the 2013
Instructor of the Year and Most Improved
Driver of the Year awards to three of our
fellow DE’ers. Bob Kelliher, NER’s Chief
of Instructor Development, was selected
by your Track Committee as the recipient of the Driver Education Instructor of
the Year and carried home the trophy for

rbe
o
C
an

tt

23 February (Sunday) @ HMS; Ground School
12-13 April (Saturday – Sunday) @ NHMS; NCR event
10-11 May (Saturday – Sunday) @ NHMS; combined Novice Day and regular DE
6-7-8 June (Friday – Sunday) @ WGI; Zone 1 48-Hours at The Glen
23-24 June (Monday – Tuesday) @ LRP; NCR event
7-8-9 July (Monday – Wednesday) @ LCMT; concurrent with the Blues Festival 4-13 July
2-3 August (Saturday – Sunday) @ TSMP; NCR event
12-13 August (Tuesday – Wednesday) @ NHMS
22-23-24 August (Friday – Sunday) @ WGI
9-10 September (Tuesday – Wednesday) @ NHMS; NCR event
26-27-28 September (Friday – Sunday) @ TSMP
9-10 October (Thursday – Friday) @ NHMS; NCR event

At the Annual Gala Dinner on
7 December I had the honor of
presenting the 2013 Instructor
of the Year and Most Improved
Driver of the Year awards...
well-deserved display. Once before in the
history of the award NER’s Driver Education Most Improved Driver of the Year
trophy was awarded to co-recipients. For
2013 your Track Committee selected two
equally deserving drivers as co-recipients;
Nick Shanny and Dave Berman. Nick and
Dave will share the trophy, each getting
the trophy for half the year. In addition to
the trophies, which have to be returned at
the end of the year for presentation to next
year’s recipients, our awardees were each
presented with an individual trophy which
they get to keep.
2013 Driver Education Trophies
Work on next year’s DE schedule has
finally been completed with dates confirmed and contracts beginning to come in
from the various tracks. Our DE schedule
for 2014 is as follows:

PG. 14
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By the time you read this the DE events
for 2014 will be posted to our website.
The website will include, in addition to
the track information, hotel deals, fuel
and tire availability, and anything else I
think might be of interest to us as Track
Rats. Registration for the NER Driver
Education Ground School
(see separate article elsewhere in this issue) is now
59 Pond Street
Norwell MA 02061
open. Details for our 2014
877-PORSCHE
track events will be in next
www.porschenorwell.com
month’s Nor’easter and registration for the tack events
will open on March 1st.
Don’t LIFT! Stan
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John Ziedins
General Sales Manager
Direct: 781-261-5006
Cell: 781-789-5116
Fax: 781-871-2339
jziedins@porschenorwell.com
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Winter Warmer with Herb Chambers!
2013 Calendar
At-A-Glance
January
19 - Board Meeting
26 - Winter Warmer at Herb
Chambers of Boston
February
9 - Do you know why I pulled
you over?
13 - Board Meeting
23 - NER’s 2014 Ground
School
March
13 - Board Meeting
22 - Understanding Your
Porsche’s Operation, Part II
April
12-13 - NCR DE @ NHMS; NCR
event
10 - Board Meeting
May
10-11 - NER DE @ NHMS
8 - Board Meeting
June
6-7-8 - Zone 1 48-Hours at
The Glen
12 - Board Meeting
23-24 - NCR DE @ LRP
July
7-8-9 - NER DE @ LCMT
17 - Board Meeting
August
2-3 NCR DE @ TSMP
14 - Board Meeting
12-13 - NER DE @ NHMS
22-23-24 - NER DE @ WGI
September
9-10 - NCR @ NHMS
11 - Board Meeting
26-27-28 - NER @ TSMP
October
9-10 - NER DE @ NHMS
9 - Board Meeting
November
13 - Board Meeting
December
TBD NER Gala
11 - Board Meeting
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inter Warmer Presented by...Herb Chambers Porsche of Boston, Herb Chambers
Porsche of Burlington
Need a mid-winter taste of your favorite car? That’s what we asked last year and we
got more than 100 folks to come to Herb Chambers Porsche of Boston! We all had such a good
time that it’s back on again in 2014. Join us on Sunday
January 26th for coffee and a whole lot more courtesy of Mr. Chambers, General Manager Ian
Miller and Leasing Manager "Racetrack Rick" Scourtas. Look at cars, meet your friends and, once
everyone is there, Rick will catch us up on the latest Porsche news. There will be coffee upon
arrival and lunch later (killer 6 foot sandwiches last year!). We don’t want to be greedy but there
will probably be some really nice items raffled off. And who knows what else? Weather permitting take a test drive. And note that January 26th is Pro-Bowl so you won’t be missing any
important Pats’ football!
The event starts at 11am and the address is: 1172 Commonwealth Ave. Boston. Please RSVP
at http://volunteersignup.org/37BBD so we can plan food (and, very importantly in January, we
will have your email to contact you if the event has to be cancelled due to lousy weather).
Questions: contact Bill Seymour at... admin@porschenet.com
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With teamwork comes great results
by Marcus Collins

Introducing the expanded MA Properties Online team
Dani Fleming (617) 997-9145
Dani.Fleming@MAPropertiesOnline.com
Marcus Collins (781) 640-3597
Marcus.Collins@MAPropertiesOnline.com
Amanda Russo (339) 227-9502
Amanda.Russo@MAPropertiesOnline.com
Jonathan de Araujo (339) 200–9444
Jonathan.deAraujo@MAPropertiesOnline.com

www.MAPropertiesOnline.com
Specializing in the north west quadrant from
Cambridge to Route 495

If you, as a seller or as a buyer, are currently under a written contract to use another broker exclusively then please disregard this notice. It is not our intention to solicit other real estate broker’s clients. We are happy to work with them and
cooperate fully.
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Driver’s Education

A

re you a new member of the Porsche Club? Or, perhaps, a long term member getting back into Porsche-related activities? Are you interested in expanding your Porsche experience into more exotic realms? Would you like
to drive your Porsche ‘spiritedly’ without the risk of running afoul of the polizei?
If you’ve ever dreamed of driving your Porsche at speed, feeling exhilarated by its
performance and learning to take full advantage of its capabilities, we invite you
to get a head start on our 2014 track season by attending NER’s Driver Education
Ground School on Sunday, February 23rd. This is NER’s annual classroom-based
introduction to our Driver Education program and again is being graciously hosted
by Joe Marko of HMS Motorsport at HMS’s facility in Danvers MA. Additional information about HMS and directions to their facility can be found at www.hmsmotorsport.com.
HMS Motorsport started life as a New England regional center for performance
tuning of Mustangs and BMW’s, and has since grown to become the industry’s
leading safety equipment supplier to professional, amateur, and beginning
drivers. They sell only the finest equipment that will fit the end user’s needs,
and pride themselves on firsthand experience with the products they sell. HMS
has cultivated a devoted customer base that enjoys their honest, down to earth
representatives and commitment to making track driving as safe as it can possibly
be. Included in this customer base are the vast majority of NASCAR Sprint Cup, Nationwide and Camping World Truck teams, many IRL, ALMS, and Grand Am teams,
as well as countless SCCA and Club-level racers and driving enthusiasts. HMS can
be found at regional race tracks throughout the Northeastern US for many of the
summer months. They support PCA, BMWCCA, SCDA, COM, SCCA, and Ferrari Club
driving events among others. Additional information about HMS and directions to
their facility can be found at www.hmsmotorsport.com.
PCA’s Driver Education program is the most popular activity offered by PCA and
the events are for all PCA Club members who are licensed drivers and 18 or older.
NER’s Driver Education events are especially well-known to be among the best
organized, safest and the most enjoyable and rewarding DE events in this part of
the country.

Ground School
10:00AM
d
r
3
2
y
r
a
ebru
Sunday F
The Ground School will give you a great overview of NER’s on-track Driver
Education program. While not geared to grooming you to become the next
Formula 1 champion, we will discuss the fundamentals of high performance
track driving and how many of these techniques can be applied to improve
your everyday, on-street driving. You’ll hear how to prepare for an event,
how and where our events are held, what to expect when you get to an
event and, most of all, you’ll learn how much fun DE’ing can be. You’ll also
get a copy of the presentation containing lots of useful information.
Advanced registration for this highly-popular event is strongly suggested
(and will save you money). Check-in and a continental breakfast will begin
at 9:30am followed by our presentation from 10 AM to Noon. At the end of
the program, HMS will host a pizza lunch. You’ll also have ample time to ask
questions and see the practical and fun stuff that HMS has to offer, including
helmets, gloves, harnesses and other safety equipment.
And remember, attending this Ground School in no way obligates you to
sign up for a DE event. However, we hope you agree that the only way to
truly experience and appreciate what you and your Porsche are capable of
doing is to drive it on track. Questions? - email Stan Corbett at trackchair@
porschenet.com or call me (please, NLT 9PM) at 774-275-1621.
Who should attend?
Anyone interested in improving their driving and learning about our 2014
Driver Education program.
While everyone is welcome to attend NER’s 2014 Ground School, drivers
participating in NER’s Driver Education events must be current PCA members, have a valid driver’s license and be at least 18 years old.
Registration will be available through www.porschenet.com. Go to Ground
School event page, and click on the registration link.
NER’s 2014 Driver Education Ground School at HMS Motorsport Sunday,
Feb 23rd @ 10am

Register Online at www.porschenet.com

Do You Know Why I Pulled You Over?

th, 2014
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t’s only to tell you that Sgt. Jankowski of the Massachusetts State Police will
share with us what it is like to
be a traffic officer in the Commonwealth on Sunday Feb. 9th from 1-3pm. He’s not going to tell you how to beat the
rap, but the information will help you be a safer driver and a better citizen. He will bring radar and laser speed detectors for a demonstration, tell us what circumstances will guarantee that you do get stopped and he will share anecdotes
of his work life. This may be the one time you actually want to meet a State Police Officer so don’t miss it.
The event will be held at VFW Post #1274 in Natick (113 W. Central St. – Rt. 135). A light lunch will be served and the VFW
bar will be open (we recommend extreme moderation or a designated driver!).
Given the time of year, there is always the possibility of a postponement - so you really need to sign up at http://volunteersignup.org/HDWD8 so that we can alert you of any changes. And no, that is not Sgt. J’s ride.
Questions: Bill Seymour at admin@porschenet.com

Understanding Your Porsche’s Operation Part II
, 2014

R

ick Hetherington and Autobahn Performance present the next tech session in the series
of “Understanding Your Porsche’s Operation.” This session is designed to explain, in layman's terms, some of the more complex systems at work in your Porsche. The basic function of
any Porsche’s electrical, brake, suspension, driveline and safety systems will also be covered, including things you can look out for,
and do yourself if you like to tinker.
Rick will also cover some “bang for the buck” autocross and track mods available for your Porsche and take any questions about
your Porsche.
The day will have something for everyone, including lots of great door prize giveaways!
As usual there will be coffee, donuts and homemade snacks when you arrive, plenty of pizza for lunch and homemade treats, drinks
and coffee for an afternoon snack.
Please plan on arriving a little early so you can mingle and we can still get started on time.
This session should run from 10 till 2:30 with a half hour lunch, and of course the best prizes are given away last!
Rick and crew at Autobahn Performance have years of experience of setting up and servicing Porsches for street use, Driver Education and Club Racing. (Yes, they work on VW’s, BMW’s, Audi’s and Toyotas as well.) They have been active and consistent supporters
of Northeast Region including many years of sponsoring Autocross. They know Porsches, they know NER and they always put on a
great show.
Please sign up at http://volunteersignup.org/
PB7FM so that we can plan refreshments (and, very
importantly in March, we can notify if there are
weather issues!).
Questions: Bill Seymour at admin@porschenet.
com
Autobahn Performance, Inc. is located at
3 First Ave. Centennial Park,
Peabody, MA 01960. Telephone: 978.531.0808
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2014 NER Ramble

April 25-27, 2014 The Otesaga Resort Hotel, Cooperstown, NY

W

hat is NER’s Annual Spring Ramble, aside from the obvious: 130+ Porsches (some Ramblers do drive
vehicles other than Porsches), good friends, good food and a weekend at a top-notch resort hotel?
You’ll arrive Friday (or earlier at our low rate) on your own, and begin your social and partying
activities at a wine & cheese/crudités reception, 5:30-6:30 PM (dinner is on your own). Then we’ll all convene at
7:00 AM on Saturday in the Main Dining Room for registration, a Continental Breakfast, drivers’ meeting and
be on the road by 8:45 AM heading to our lunch stop via scenic back roads: The Northeast Classic Car Museum.
Following that respite we’ll follow an equally fun, back roads return to the Otesaga, or if you prefer to get back
sooner to begin your partying, massage, hike or whatever simply take the direct route that we’ll supply.
A hearty welcome to first timers. Your registration packet (Sat. morning) will include a detailed route to and
from our lunch stop (fantastic car collection to view at the museum) that Joyce and I have travelled many times
revising and correcting. Unlike most other group tours, we drive on our own (not in lock-step with a leader)
though usually in pods. Stop at an antique shop or photo op when you want and pick up the next pod coming
down the road. Don’t like the pod you’re in, pull off and join the next pod.
At 6:00 PM we’ll convene for cocktails and hors d’ouvres followed by a plated dinner (menus at the tables) and
more socializing on your own after dinner. Sunday morning is a full, hot, buffet breakfast after
which you’re on your own again to head home or stay longer and enjoy the resort.
When I began working on this 2014 Ramble 18 months ago the Red Sox were enduring the
Bobby Valentine debacle and no one in his right mind guessed there was any chance of the
2013 outcome most of us enjoyed. The Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown has already collected Sox World Series memorabilia and put together an exhibit.
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We’re again sponsored by the good guys at European Performance Engineering in Natick, MA – 508.651.1316; give
them a call for anything from an oil change to a full street to track conversion.
• Friday room rate is room only, but inclusive of all taxes and gratuities, and is good 3 nights pre & post our event.
• Saturday rate includes room, Saturday cocktail hour/hors d’ouvres (cash bar after you’ve consumed your two freebies
per person), Sat. night dinner (jackets for men) and Sunday morning hot breakfast buffet, and all service charges,
gratuities and taxes.
• The registration fee that you’ll send me with your sign-up covers Saturday Continental Breakfast and Lunch, Friday
reception, and most other costs incurred in organizing and running the Ramble.
Otesaga Resort
Single
Double
Friday
$176.00
$176.00
Saturday
$292.72
$389.32
Finally the details:
Send in the registration fee – (SAME AS LAST SIX YEARS) of $55 per person ($75 per person after March 1) with your
completed entry form below. PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY; IF I CAN’T READ YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS…YOU GET
THE PICTURE! Please differentiate between “1” and “l”, “8” and “B”, “0” and “O’”, etc. Use an email address that you
check frequently. Sign up early unless you’re a masochist and enjoy queues.
• Registration fees are fully refundable through March 1, and 50% refundable thereafter through March 31; less a $25.00
fee in both cases.
• Shortly after I get your entry form and check you’ll get an email from me telling you the process for making your
hotel reservations and other pertinent details.
• DO NOT CALL THE OTESAGA AND ATTEMPT TO MAKE A RESERVATION BEFORE YOUR
ACKNOWLEDGMENT EMAIL FROM ME– IT WILL GUM UP THE PROCESS.
• If you do not get my acknowledgement within two weeks of mailing your registration – CONTACT ME as something
has gone astray. I’m away in early Feb. so factor that into the equation.
• Please make your reservations with The Otesaga Resort promptly after you receive my acknowledging email.
The Otesaga has 135 rooms, after that you’re on your own at their sister inn, The Cooper Inn, or other B&Bs
in town. You can still fully participate in all Ramble activities.
Questions to Bruce Hauben at 978.952.8517 before 8:00 PM or bmh993@Porschenet.com 24/7.
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K, let’s get the negative stuff out
of the way first: you guys and
gals are not the dancers you
used to be! We had the usual
great band – Clockwork – doing
their usual great thing and how many dancers were
out there? Damn few, that’s how many! And when
incoming President Larson started a conga line, it
was shorter than a Green/Yellow DE run group train. I
hope your New Year’s Resolution will be to bring your
yaya’s to next year’s event (at the Wellesley Country
Club in January 2015).
Everything else was great (as always, thanks to our
usual party planner Karen Cohen!) as the pictures
demonstrate. (Oh, one more negative: our usual
photographer was not in attendance and his replacement needs a better camera or more skill.) We started
with a nice extended cocktail hour so that the ladies
could show off their finery, the men could spill cocktail sauce on their tuxedos and attendees could bid
on the great Silent Auction items organized by Joyce
Brinton. The auction benefits Angel Flight Northeast – Barbara and Steven Sica and Keith and Luanne
D’Entremont of that organization were there as
guests. The Gala raised $3,730 for this excellent cause.
Once we sat down to dinner (and the food was excellent!) emcee Dick Anderson took over, starting with
raffling off door prizes (the Goodie Store is now officially wiped out). After the main course the awards
were presented, including…
• Autocross Worker of the Year – Christine Skaubitis
•Autocross Rookie of the Year – Judy LaRocca
•DE Instructor of the Year – Bob Kelliher
•DE Most Improved Drivers – Dave Berman and Nick
Shanny
•Photography Contest Winners – Janis Reiters,
Patrick Branagan and Marcus Collins
•Cornell Award Winner – Stan Corbett
After dessert Stan Corbett (the official vote counter)
presented the new Board. Past President Steve Ross
presented incoming President Kristin Larson with the
famous Sterling Silver Porsche. And Bruce Hauben
told us about the 2014 Ramble.
Finally, the centerpieces (very fancy Porsche models
– I now have a Carrerra GT that I could never afford
in life size mode!) were awarded to the person at the
table with the closest birthday to the day of the event.
Then the dancing, or lack thereof, commenced.
Thanks to Karen Cohen and Joyce Brinton for all
their work.

Where good friends meet.

Copy and Photos by Bill Seymour unless noted....

President Larson receives the Sterling Silver Porsche. (Photo by Ann Anderson)
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Ann and Henry Luhrs(right), and friends.

Kristin and Dick thank Karen for a great party.

Mike Kerouac, Tom Tate, Adrianne Ross, and Robert Cohen.

A table full of smiles.

Enjoying a nice dinner.
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Two very beautiful ladies!
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Serious girl car talk.

Ann Anderson chats with Marcus and Dani.

Dillan, and John Bergan with Michael Kerouac

Bruce talks Ramble.

Joyce and friends celebrate the holidays.
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The 2014 Board: Marcus, Dani, Kristin, Rosemary, Nick, Michael, Bill and Adrianne.
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Linda and Jeffery Talling. (Photo by Ann Anderson)

Ms. President and the First Mechanic.

Robert and Karen Cohen, Susana Weber, Bruce Hauben, Dick and Ann
Anderson.
Zoe and Bob Kelliher. (Photo by Ann Anderson)

Chris Ryan approves.
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Bill Seymour, and Rosemary Driscoll . (Photo by Ann Anderson)
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Sterling Porsche and the lesser prize of the evening.
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Because we can’t manage to be grown-ups no matter how well dressed!

Marcus presents Janis Reiters with two Photo Contest awards.

Photo Contest Peoples Choice Winner Marcus Collins.

Autocross staff including Worker of the Year Christine Skaubitis.
(Photo by Ann Anderson)

Marcus Collins and Dani Fleming. (Photo by Ann Anderson)
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Autocross Class Champions!

Bob Kelliher the Instructor of the Year award. (Photo by Ann Anderson)

Karen Cohen, and Joyce Brinton - the ladies who make it all happen!
(Photo by Ann Anderson)

Most Improved DE Drivers Dave Berman and Nick Shanny.
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Cornell Award Winner Stan Corbett.
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So You Want to Race?

Copy and photos by Michael Kerouac

I

’ve had countless of conversations
with people at DE’s and other organized track days. There is one incredibly common quote that pops into the
conversation. “I want to race.” This
is one of those, “If I had a dollar for every
time I heard that comment.” type of quote.
My reply was always the same, “So you
want to Race, tell me why?” I had a very
vested interest in their answers, because
I also wanted to Race. I thought about it
every time I watched an F1 Race on TV and
every time I attended the Rolex 24, every
time I watched a club race at Monticello
and every time I passed someone or got
passed by someone in a DE. Not, that I
was l looking to race professionally or even
as a full time amateur. I just wanted to
RACE. I wanted to see what it was like to
pass someone in a corner. I wanted to see
what it was like to be 2 feet off of someone’s bumper at 140mph and sling shot
past them into the braking zone. I wanted
to see if I could hold someone off if they
were on my bumper. I also wanted to see
a checkered flag that meant somebody
won. But something was holding me back
and the answers I received to my question
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weren’t exactly enlightening, although
some were tremendously amusing.
So what answers did I receive when I
said, “So you want to race, tell me why?”
How did they compare with my own
reasons. Here’s a sampling:
• I was born to Race
• My father, uncle, mother, brother or
sister used to, or still do, race
• I’m the fastest person in the Yellow Run
Group, I’m ready to race
• I drive a Porsche, they are designed to
race
• I’m now Solo qualified in Blue, so next
step is a PCA club race.
• I think the firesuits and custom painted
helmets are so cool, I want to wear
one.
• Women love Racers, they think we’re
Hot. This from a guy that made
Keith Richards look attractive.
(Google: Images, Keith Richards, The
Rolling Stones)
• Men love women who race. From a
women that looked much better
than Keith Richards.
• If you race, it can be a tax deduction.
From an accountant
R
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997 Turbo.

• I’ve been doing DE’s for a year, they are
getting a bit boring, I need a new
Rush.
• I want to drive Flatout.
• Racing is the only way to determine the
true potential of yourself and your car.
This one actually makes some sense.
• I’m very competitive, I want to win. Understandable.
• If my instructor can compete in PCA races,
I know I can too. He taught me everything he knows.
• And my favorite, “My friends and I kicked
butt at LeMons, we will own a PCA
race.”
As you can see there are some common
themes like competition, achievement
(winning) and taking the next step. The
most inconsistent theme was readiness.
There are so many ways people measure
their own readiness andin my opinion,
almost all are ego vs. fact based. My
answers would generally be some version
of the following. “Good for you, I’ve been
thinking about it too. I bet you will love it.”
No sense fighting EGO, especially if I didn’t
have any credibility to back up my answers.
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Up until this year, I really had no fact
based answer for track buddies who
wanted to race. But in 2013, things
changed. I finally ran my first series of
club races at Monticello Motor Club. I
now had a bit of perspective, some
knowledge and some experiences to
share. My experiences are bridging the
DE to Race transition, not in becoming
a better racer. So if you already have a
few seasons under your belt, you may
want to find something more interesting
to read or you may want to compare my
first year of racing to your own first year,
see how it matches up. Your choice, but
if you doze off, I warned you.
Let’s start with a little background.
My first DE was in 2003, then nothing
significant for years. But, I’ve been running 10-30 track days a year since 2008.
I also attended the Spring Mountain
performance Driving School and the
BMW Performance Driving School. My
first DE car was a 2003 Corvette Z06. I
also drove a BMW M3. In 2008, the
Porsche era began. My first PCA DE was
in a 997 Turbo, not the best of learning tools. Next in line was another 997
Turbo, a GT3, a GT3 RS and in 2011 the
transition to full prepped track/race
cars.
The switch to track only cars in 2011
actually provides a bit of perspective.
I was in no way ready to race at that
time. I was still and for that matter still
am, working on consistency. My lap
times were slightly above average, but
not great. As you can see from the list
above, I’m a high horsepower guy and I
missed out on the finer cornering skills
acquired by starting in a momentum
car. At that period of time I was still using the horsepower of the car to make
up for my lack of proficiency in the
corners. But, I was very committed to
improving, so I borrowed a coach with
professional racing experience. We
were running open track at MMC. I
had data and video in my car. I also had
a half cage and a 5 point harness. By
the second half of the first day, I was
hustling the car around the track pretty
good. My consistency in the corners
was increasing and lap times were dropping. During the afternoon break, we
were watching the video and looking at
the data. My coach looked at me and
said, “Does, that say top speed of 166
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at the end of the long straight?” “Yes”,
I said, grinning ear to ear. He quickly
responded, “I’m not driving with you
anymore in that car.” I was crushed. I
wanted to know why. I was driving in
control. Lap times were improving. I
was getting much more consistent at
turn in, Apex and track out. His answers
were simple. “At those speeds, a street
car, even one with a half cage is not
safe.” “ You also need a HANS” “Get a
full caged track car and I will drive with
you again.” So you have one answer to
another popular question, “When do I
switch to a track only car?” The answer
is when a qualified person(s) thinks you
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are no longer safe driving your street car
on the track. As a side note, please don’t
think that all of you driving street cars at
DE’s are not safe. PCA DE’s are one of, if
not the safest learning environments for
performance driving. I was running open
track at MMC. Advanced drivers only,
racing line, very high speeds and no point
byes required. Totally different environment
Getting back on topic, I listened to my
coach’s advice and bought a full track
car. I bought a 2003 Porsche Cup car that
was safer and had a lower top speed than
my GT3 RS. My lap times immediately
996 Cup Car, at New Hampshire Motors Speedway.
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increased . The car didn’t like me and
I didn’t like the car. Unlike the GT3 RS
with PASM, carbon ceramics, PS2’s and
a digital operating system, the 996 Cup
was analog, no traction control at all, it
ran on Slicks and it growled at you. It
was a Pit Bull, always wanting to snap
and bite. The GT3 RS was smooth and
agile, always willing to help if you went
too far. The 996 Cup wanted to be
handled aggressively. You had to show
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997 Turbo.

it who was the boss. You had to be the
Alpha Dog. Safety had a big trade off. It
was definitely taking a step back to take
a step forward and it was very mentally
challenging to accept that. But step forward I did. I stuck with the 996 Cup for
16 months. I became the Alpha Dog. We
learned how to work with each other and
my coach would drive with me again. My
lap times, consistency and overall performance all improved substantially. I was

getting closer to racing, but I still couldn’t
mentally make the leap.
I don’t want to bore you with the details
of 2012. I can summarize by saying that I
continued with the coaching and continued to improve. I developed a plan with
performance milestones that would help
me determine my readiness to race. I
would make it fact based vs. an EGO based
decision. I also made the switch to a
custom Cayman S track/race car. You
can see the details on that car in the
Jan 2013 back issue of Nor’easter. If
I was going to race, I wanted a more
forgiving platform. The mid-engine
Cayman S Cup provided that safety
net. At the end of 2012, we finished
the season with a 2 day stint at VIR
in Nov. and then opened the 2013
season with two days of open track
at Sebring. I had driven 9 out of 12
months in 2012, my longest driving
season ever. In addition, the Jan 2013
Sebring event was my earliest start
to a season ever. I was getting much
closer to being ready to race.
Fast forward to May 2013, Monticello’s first Club race of the year. I
“almost” signed up. My open track
lap times were fast enough to finish in
the top half of the field. Maybe crack
Cayman S track/race car. the top 10. But I still didn’t have any
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real experience with door to door. Needless
to say, I chickened out and just ran the Time
Trials. It was fun and it was a competition,
but it wasn’t a race. I finished the time trial
in first. I ran the fastest lap I ever had run in
that car. The lap would have qualified me in
the top 6 in the race, but there is a big difference between running one fast lap and
running that same fast lap for a 34 minute
race. I drove home after that weekend
with a sense of accomplishment, but still
no WOO HOO for running my first race. I
drove back to MMC the next weekend to
get some more seat time. When I arrived
my car was already in the Pit stall. There
was a certificate tucked under my windshield wiper arm that congratulated me
on setting an MMC time trial record in GT3
class. My sense of accomplishment grew,
but I still wasn’t a racer. I texted a picture
of the certificate to a friend of mine who
had run her first race in 2012. She simply
texted back, “ Congrats, now just do it. You
know you want to and you are ready.”
So when the June race date rolled around,
I did “just do it”. I signed up for the race
and the time trials again. My day would
consist of time trial practice, race practice,
race qualifying , two time trial sessions and
then the GT race. It was a pretty full day for
my first race. My strategy was simple. Use
the practice sessions to warm the car up
for qualifying and then use minimal laps to
qualify. I had no delusions about a podium
finish here. I just wanted to not be last.
Both practice and qualifying were nonevents. Mentally they are not much differ-
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ent than an open track day. In qualifying
I just ran a conservative lap that I felt
would keep me near the top half and
pulled back into the pits. I qualified 9th
out of 18 GT cars. So I just squeaked into
the top half. Not the most comfortable
position for my first race. I have seven
cars in front, one beside and nine cars
in back. I was smack in the middle of
a pack of races cars and I was the only
one in the top 12 with an X (rookie racer)
taped to my rear bumper. While my
competitive juices would subside long
enough to let me be conservative in
qualifying, they wouldn’t let me qualify
in the back of the pack. In theory that
would have been a much more comfortable starting point for my first race.
As we drove the cars onto the starting GRID, my nerves were definitely
kicked in. This was a huge pucker factor
moment. But on the flip side standing
next to your car with your helmet under
your arm as the National Anthem plays,
knowing you are about to run your first
race is a special thrill. We rolled out of
the pits in formation for the warm up
laps. The Pace Car will pull into the pits
after 2-3 laps and one of my Pit Crew will
be screaming, “ Green Flag, Green Flag!”
over the radio as the engine roar builds
and everything starts to move very
fast. The starting line is downhill with a
ninety degree left hander at the bottom,
followed by a slow right. As we entered
the left hander, I remember saying I can’t

believe we are 3 wide through here, then
I saw grass flying. That guy didn’t listen
in the pre race meeting when the Race
Operations VP said, “No race is won in the
first corner, but races are definitely lost in
the first corner.” Now back to two wide
entering the slow right. I’m too tight on
the inside and have to brake hard. Two
cars slide by on my right before I can recover. Now I’m back to 11th. But, I know I
was much faster in qualifying than the two
cars that just passed me, so I try to calm
down and slow things down. Just focus
on position, consistent laps, not try to pass
immediately. After a few laps, the field
stretches out. I quickly moved up to 10th.
The first pass was a huge rush. The top
3-5 cars are very fast and they pull away.
I’m grouped up with positions 10 through
6 with no one behind us. The tires are
perfect and I have what I call “grunt grip.”
(The grip is so good that you grunt when
taking corners) So I start to work my way
up. I pass two more cars to get to 8th. I’m
grinning ear to ear now and then I quickly
remind myself not to get cocky. The car in
front of me is identical to my Cayman. I
can’t get by him. He’s shutting the door
at every corner and I can’t out drag him on
the straights. But I feel like I’m faster, he’s
just not leaving room to get inside him
on any of the corners. With about 4 laps
to go, I stay on his bumper until we reach
the edge of the braking zone, then slide
quickly to the right and out brake him into
the corner. Now I am way inside and I lost
993 Cup car .
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momentum climbing the hill. He went
two wheels off and passed me again
at the top of the hill. Now we are back
to the grind, me on his bumper, him
shutting the door at each corner. This
had become the longest 34 minutes of
my life. I hear my spotter yell White flag
in my headset and I know that I only
have one lap left to pass. I took him
with 3 turns left in the race and finished
7th. I felt like I had won the race. When
we exited the car, the driver of the car I
had been battling came over for a man
hug and congratulated me on a great
pass. It was an incredible moment. My
original coach back in the 996 Cup was
also in the race, he finished first overall.
He came over and congratulated me
on my first race and just gave me a little
wink. I did it! I finally ran my first race.
It was time for a big WOO HOO on my
drive home.
Now let’s fast forward to the end of
the season. I ran in 3 more races, with
basically, similar results. But the final
race was one of those tipping points.
I qualified 5thon older tires. I had
planned to switch to fresh slicks for the
actual race, but my friend corded the
tires on his Cayman and qualified right
behind me in 6th. But as you might
guess, he needed a set of tires for the
race. His spares didn’t make it to the
track. So I gave him my fresh set and
stayed on my old tires. He was usually
faster than me and I didn’t have any
aspirations of podium. So it seemed
like the fair thing to do. The race started
and for some reason, I was on my game.
After 2 cars spun off track ahead of me,
I was running in third place and again
grinning ear to ear. Then about halfway through the race, my tires started
to fade badly. I instantly regretted my
generosity, as I started to slide through
every corner and I watched my lap
times slip. The white Porsche behind
me was relentless and I knew he was
faster, but I was trying to keep the door
shut without blocking. That meant I
had to keep shutting the door in the
corners with only one move. I also
knew that even with bad tires, I could
still compete on the straights. We
entered a really fast corner and I was
too fast for the grip left on my tires. As
I spun, I saw the white blur of a Porsche
fly by in my rear view mirror. But, I was
able to catch the car before I left the
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track and for some reason it stopped
ditors note:
spinning pointed down the straight with
I just wanted to let everyone know
my foot planted on the gas. I only lost
that Mike left a few details out of his
one position and finished fourth in class.
story. For the last two races of the season,
Another Woo Hoo on the drive home.
he actually raced two cars. Mike took
I now realized that a podium finish is
delivery of a Caterham SP300R (see below)
always possible and I should prepare
in August, and after only two practices
and compete in each race as if I want to
he ran it in the Prototype class race at
win it. No more settling for mid pack
MMC. So his last two Saturdays consisted
finishes.
of 4 Practices, 2 Qualifying sessions and
So what did I learn from my first season
two 35min races. The Caterham is quite
of Racing? I learned that patience does
different than the Porsche. It is an open
pay off. Being mentally ready is just as
cockpit two seater based on a Formula
important as being physically ready. I
Ford Supercharged drivetrain. It weighs
learned that having a plan and following
in at 1300lbs and does 0-60in 2.6 seconds.
a process is a must. Setting targets for
It also pulls almost 2.5g's in the corners.
performance and lap times, figuring out
Jumping between cars is not an easy thing
the highest lap time that will let you be
to do. They’re vastly different animals and
competitive and using that as a baseline
each requires a lot of focus.
for readiness is a good starting point to
the plan. I learned that sometimes you
need a push. Someone to say, “Just do it.”
I personally think a Coach is mandatory.
It’s ironic that we are so anxious to get
our DE instructors out of the car, so we
can carry the Solo designation, yet, when
it comes down to racing, the best thing
you can do is get the coach back into
the car. I also learned that even though
you are competing, you will be with
some of the nicest people in the world. I
know that if I corded my tires someone
would be there to lend me a set. A
funny lesson learned is that it is OK to
spin. I know this is DE sacrilege, but in
the racing world it happens a lot. I had
several cars spin in front and behind me
during the season and I spun twice in 4
races. How you handle it is important.
You have to get back to speed as fast as
possible and you have to resist the urge
to head to the pits after a spin. Because,
unlike a DE there won’t be a black flag
pointed at you. I also learned that I now
can call myself a Racer.
When I ask someone,
“Tell me why you want
PORSCHE, BMW
ALL INSURANCE
to race.” I can provide
& MERCEDES
WORK
a much different
SPECIALIST
response to their answer. I can now speak
from experience.
And if someone asks
me, “So you want to
race? My answer is,
A U T O B O D Y
“Hell yes and I already
MIKE NOONAN
(781) 324-9831
am.”
251 BROADWAY, MALDEN
FAX 324-1804
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I Got a Letter!

H

i Adrianne,
I am a member of [the
Northeast] Porsche Club
and PCA. After owning over
40 cars I got myself my first
Porsche- a 2010 Cayman S in April 2011
and ,of course, I love it.
I teach the senior "honor" section of
the Small Business Institute at Keene
State College and, because I think that
everyone should have a Porsche experience once in their life , I take students
for a ride and let them drive my car (with
me in it, and before I have turned in their
grade for the course!).
Last year, spring I was working with
Lee Germeroth ,(of Keene ,NH) a current
KSC student who pays for college via his
work as a professional photographer. Lee
asked if he could photograph my car.
We drove to Surry Lake Dam north of
Keene and Lee took the attached photos
of my Cayman S. When the photo shoot
was finished I gave Lee the keys and told
him to drive. His enthusiasm was contagious so we took a detour and he drove
over some of his favorite roads. A few
days later I got the email below from Lee.
Hi Dr. Pruchansky,
I wanted to thank you again for letting
me ride in and drive your Porsche! That
really was a dream come true!
Now I just need to keep saving to by myself
one!
I attached some photos I took of your car.
It's not hard making a nice photo with such
a beautiful vehicle! I removed the license
plate for anonymity if you wanted to post
them on Facebook or something. But I
also have the photos with the plates if you
would rather have those.
-Lee

All Photos by Lee Germeroth
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The Long and Winding Road - continued from page 12

marked by at least two unusual circumstances. One is that it was the first
attempt that my father (not much of a
sportsman) and I made at camping. We
managed a charcoal broiled steak and
a few bourbons (him, not me) but our
attempt at sleeping outside (cheap borrowed sleeping bags, no tent, October
8th, cold as hell) failed miserably. We
slept in the 356 with the seats reclined
(not any warmer and not recommended).
The other is that it was the first time
that I actually drove (albeit illegally) a
Porsche. On the drive out my father
pulled over on the NY Thruway and said
“Do you want to drive?” After the obvious answer, off we went. I was doing
the speed limit but my father said “If
you’re going to drive it, then drive it” and
encouraged me up to about 90 when
– “holy bleep” – we passed an officer sitting in the median. I was sure I was dead
meat but the cop stayed put and I turned
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the wheel back over to my Dad as soon
as we were out of sight.
More history… while googling some
of the information for this I learned that
the Watkins Glen track (where we will be
DE’ing in August) is the fourth Watkins
Glen course. The first was the original
6.2 mile street circuit used from 1948
– 1952. Then followed a 4.6 mile street
circuit, farther away from town, that was
used from 1952 – 1956. The first year
of the track (or parts of it) that we now
use was opened on the hill in 1956 and
was 2.35 miles long. It was 1971 that the
“Boot” was added and our current configuration of 3.4 miles appeared. Note
that there was a chicane in the esses (the
“Scheckter Chicane”) used from 1975 –
1985 to slow down F1 cars. Then in 1992
the “Bus Stop” was added at the end of
the back straight. The course that I saw
in 1961 was similar in length and not
too different from the current NASCAR
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“short” course which cuts out the Boot.
Another “It’s not the cars, it’s the people”
update…One of our club members (actually an NCR member but that’s another story)
and auto-crosser is Adam Blauer. He has
been at our summer party and shares the
Seymour/Driscoll interest in good beer. He
has access to the Beer Advocate’s #1 rated
IPA which is Heady Topper made by the
Alchemist in Waterford VT and he emailed
me the other day saying he had a four pack
of large cans for me. Merry Christmas to
us! When I told Nora (our daughter - working in Arizona), she agreed to come here
for the holidays! (OK, we bought the ticket.
OK, maybe she was going to come even
if we didn’t bribe her with beer.) Thanks
Adam!
And finally – no more columns for Chris
Mongeon whose term as President of the
region has just ended. Nice job, thanks
Chris! Now I can take potshots at him from
my column without fear of reprisal.
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Oil and Water continued from page 13

view the only color was black. She felt
that black personified the intent of the
car. It needed to be black to bring out
the pure evil of the design. She had a
convincing counterpoint to my theories
on red. To paraphrase, “Black is mysterious. It will draw you closer to the car. It
will make you take your time discovering
all of the angles, exploring the shapes,
it will come to you a little at a time. You
will want to keep looking, always searching for more.” I have to admit she had
many intriguing points. So here I was
with a version of oil and water.
I could totally buy into her view with
a Porsche. The Porsche is all curves those incredibly wide hips on a Turbo
or Carrera 4, the subtle transitions from

headlights to waist to rear. A Porsche is
stunning in black. The color just draws
you in and your eyes soak up the curves.
It’s subtle and seductive at the same
time. But brand X was designed to hit
you where it hurts; instant emotion, hard
edges and raw energy. Subtle was not in
the design specification. The car needed
to be seen and it needed to be immediate. That was my version of oil. The
water view was much different.
Now I had two opinions that don’t mix,
and only my head to break the tie. I
could try to make them co-exist by adding red to the interior, but it didn’t resolve two very different views in regards
to what color better satisfies the design
intent of the car. Do I choose red with

black or black with black (and red stitching)? Do I pick oil, or water, or see if they
can both co-exist?
I hate to leave you all hanging, but as
of this writing, I still haven’t decided. It
may be red, black or neither. I still have a
little bit of time before the order is locked
in. I have time for more mental Olympics.
Time to see if oil and water can co-exist or
if I have to choose. Maybe I can find a way
to mix them. Create some new combination, something unexpected. Maybe
I can defy the laws of chemistry the way
Porsche defies the laws of physics with a
rear engine 911. Maybe, just maybe I can
pull this off, mix oil with water…
Until Next Time
Drive Safe!

Courtesy PCNA
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Four Speeds and Drum Brakes - continued from page 9

I was reminded how direct the steering is
on the old Porsches in my garage. I had forgotten how many times you have to move
the temperature control lever around in
an old car before you get it in that Goldilocks spot. Modern day cars just ask for
a temperature number and they’re off to
do your bidding, not so 28 years ago. The
original owner’s manual was in the glove
box and Alex was assigned to reading the
controls pages as we rolled down the road
at a steady 65 mph. He marveled at all the
pictures of the dashboard and the switches
and how they operate. All new stuff to a
newly minted driver.
We maintained steady progress with
very light traffic as it seemed it was a slow
news week down there too and the media
had scared everyone into staying at home.
Some rain began to fall as we crossed the
Delaware Memorial Bridge and got on the
New Jersey Turnpike. The repaired wipers worked like new but I for one missed
the power windows. Rolling the windows
down at every toll booth was a drag, funny
what you get used to. My EZ Pass was at
home as the Volvo wasn’t on my list of covered cars so I couldn’t use it. Alex thought
the window winders were quaint, I’m not
sure that he’d ever seen one before. He
also marveled at the manually adjustable
outside mirrors and would later look for the
power seat buttons without success. “less
things to go wrong” he said and I agreed
but actually those features on modern cars
seldom fail now days.
The Volvo crossed the Tappan Zee Bridge
as snow began to fall and I opted for the
Merritt Parkway because I really like that
road but I must have been thinking I was
in something besides a 1984 slug because
the uphill sections kind of made the Volvo
pant. Slow was better as the snow was
beginning to collect in a couple of sections
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and changing lanes really got the old
pucker factor up. We passed a couple of
crashes, one which cleared the guard rail
and went into the trees, I was getting a
little concerned about handing the car
over to a new driver, but by the time we
got to the Mass line the roads were just
wet. I’m sure that Alex thought the Welcome to Mass sign was never going to
show up. I pulled over to catch the moment with my phone and we were off.
It didn’t take long for Alex to get the
hang of driving the old girl once he figured out how much steering input to use
to keep it in the center of the lane. That’s
something that we don’t think much
of but new drivers tend to overcorrect
some, like me trying to play Grand Theft
Auto. He had just been subjected to six
hours of driving lessons and took my
advice of not following too close to heart
and did a great job. With the weather

closing in we decided to stop at a 25 cent
car wash a few blocks from home to get all
the road grime off the car. We didn’t want
the family to have a bad first impression of
the new ride. I call it a 25 cent car wash because it was the kind that you put quarters
into, usually four to get it going. Imagine
my surprise to discover that it still takes
quarters but you have to put in 12 to get
it started. We had it cleaned in 3 minutes
and Alex then rolled through the neighborhood with the horn blowing.
The whole family came out into the
driveway to admire the prize as the storm
quickly changed the car from blue to white
on the horizontal surfaces. I don’t think
that the new driver would’ve been any
happier if it was a Porsche. Once he’s gotten a few miles under his belt maybe I can
trade him out of that Volvo for something
from Germany. KTF
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NER Raises $3,730 for Angel Flight
by Joyce Brinton, Photo by Adrianne Ross

T

he members of NER were very
active bidders at the Silent
Auction held at NER’s Annual
Dinner on December 7th at
The International in Bolton.
The Silent Auction raised almost $3,730
to benefit NER’s charity, Angel Flight
NorthEast. In case you don’t know, Angel
Flight NE is an organization of volunteer
private pilots who transport individuals and families to medical facilities at
no cost to the passengers. The pilots
actually donate their time, airplanes, fuel,
and landing fees so that people in need
can obtain medical care not available to
them near their homes.
We had over 25 items donated for the
Auction from a wide variety of donors.
NER wants to acknowledge the following
organizations for their donations:
European Performance Engineering
Zone I of PCA
America’s Test Kitchen
Sound in Motion
Mystic Scrimshanders
Computer Associates, Inc.
Bentley Publishers
Autosports Marketing Associates, Ltd.
The Vernon Company
Eyespot Optical
NER’s DE Program
NER also wants to thank the following individuals for making donations of items
to be auctioned:
Robert Cohen
Dave & Susana Weber
Guy Crosby
Michael Conway
Nann Weissenberger
Kristin Larson
Michael Keyser

Silent Auction Tables.

Of course the Auction would not have
been a success without the spirited participation of those attending the Annual
Dinner. Many thanks to all of you who
bid, even if you didn’t win anything.
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oupe
2012 911 GTS C
ne

yen
a
C
0
1
20

Porsche Certified

Only
O
l 8,968
8 968 Miles
Mil

$88,790

2014 Cayman

Economical V6

Perfect for Winter!
Stk # P5278

$32,795

Dark Blue Metallic
Only 1,673 Miles!

$62,930

Other exceptional cars...
2012 Panamera 4S

‘12 911 Carrera Cabriolet Only 9,470 miles $81,490

Basalt Black Metallic

2008 9
11 Carre
ra

‘11 911 Turbo Coupe Black / Black

Showroom Material!

‘11 Mercedes-Benz E350 4Matic Sharp!

$47,990

Stk # P5292

‘10 Panamera 4S Yachting Blue V8!

15,100 Miles

‘09 Mercedes-Benz S550 4Matic $35,439!

Stk # P5246-3

‘07 Land Rover LR3 V8 SE Dk Green / Beige
‘04 Lexus SC430 Black Onyx Immaculate
‘03 911 Carrera Cabriolet Guards Red $29,900
norwell.porschedealer.com
(877) PORSCHE
59 Pond Street | Norwell, MA 02061
“It takes a Village...Village Automotive Group”
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Marketplace

For Sale

1997 Carrera 4 Cab, 2nd owner, black/tan, last of air cooled, 35k pampered miles. 6 speed, all service, all records, PCA 70 year old member .Power seats, motor sound, 18”OEM turbo wheels, new
served the Club admirably as
Michelin Pilot sports , 5K, upgraded radio( with original) w / blue tooth, chrome exhaust tips.
Treasurer for the past two years. Perfect condition. $50,000. Dominic Falconeiri ,Lakeville Ma. 02347 ,email dfalconeiri@hotmail.
com . cell 508-965-8534 (1/14)
Kristin is also our Track Control,
356 Cabriolet Hard Top - I believe it will fit 356A, B and C cars. Complete and intact, including
and an avid auto-crosser. She
header
clips, excellent glass and all trim pieces, but needs complete restoration. Will email photos,
knows Porsche.
or
come
see it in Wayland. $1100. Also - am looking for a few items to complete my 912 tool kit.
Congratulations to Michael
John Darack, 617-721-9366, DPisland@gmail.com. (12/13)
Orsini as well, for being elected
1985.5 944. Excellent condition. Always garaged. Manual. Turbo nose. 5 Borbet Type A wheels.
Club Treasurer. It’s nice to have
Neoprene front seat covers used last 15 years. No cracks or fading on dashboard. After market
you aboard Michael. I’m sure I’ll
Alpine radio. Never tracked. R12 A/C not cold. $6500. Andrew Wong. Medfield, MA. porschepup@
be hounding you for an article
verizon.net (12/13)
sooner rather than later.
1984 944 Coupe. Zermatt silver/black leather sport seats, 5-speed, Fuchs alloys. Factory sport
Finally – as I venture into my
suspension. Sunroof. Always garaged. All service records. No snow/rain last 23 years. Virtually
flawless original paint and interior. Original owner. 106K miles. Excellent condition. $7,900. Jack
fifth year as Editor, I hope you
Miller. Marblehead. 781-631-0020. jm@marbleheadusa.us (12/13)
can forgive my mistakes in the
1998 Boxter. R.I., Arctic White, black interior, one owner, pristine in and out, Kenwood MP3, no
magazine. There have been
accidents,
never seen snow, stored Nov-April every year, 60,000 mi, 4 Bridgestones with 2000 miles,
some doozys. I see them all (after
body
and
interior
like new, engine perfect - never a problem, 5 speed manual. $14,000 (401) 527they’re printed of course) and
9221, year100@cox.net (11/13)
some people have generously
Black 1989 Porsche 911 Carrera Targa. Excellent condition 60k original miles, Fuch alloys, 5
pointed them out to me. I’m beat- speed tan interior and always garaged. Car is all original. 22,000 or BO. Call or e-mail for more deing myself up more than you can tails. jpcabral@cox.net (401) 474-5986 (11/13)
imagine over every single one of
1964 Lambretta 125LI Riverside – new rebuilt 150, orig. paperwork, runs great, needs nothing.
them, so please be gentle when My pit ‘bike’, great fun. $2800. Sam Foster 978-922-3551 (11/13)
you find the slip-ups, and you
Advertising Guidelines
Publication of paid advertising in the NOR’EASTER does not constitute the endorsement by this publication or
have my deepest and most sinthe Northeast Region of the products or services set forth therein. The NOR’EASTER reserves the unqualified
cere apologies if I’ve messed up
something you sent in. It’s been right to approve for publication all advertising submitted.
Marketplace Guidelines
a helluva year, and I hope to get
Deadline for submitting ads for MARKETPLACE to the editor is no later than the 15th of each month to appear
better at it.
in the next issue of the magazine. Advertising Porsches or Porsche parts or to solicit materials is free to memUntil then - “We’ll take a cup o’
bers in this section of the publication. Ads will run for two months unless the editor is formally notified. To
kindness yet, for auld lang syne.” place your want ad send a note to the editor containing your copy. Please limit copy to a maximum of six lines.

On the Edge continued from page 6

Ads can be emailed to: aross@porschenet.com.

Sales, Maintenance & Fabrication Work on German and Italian High Performance Automobiles

PCA authorized tech inspector
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New Members

NER Board of Directors
President
Kristin Larson
1 Wheelwright Ln, Acton MA 01720
978-302-3634;
Vice President - Administrative
Bill Seymour and Rosemary Driscoll
508-650-0720; admin@PorscheNet.com
Vice President - Activities
Nick Shanny
21 Endicott Street, Newton, MA 02461
617-852-1800; activities@PorscheNet.com
Treasurer
Michael Orsini: treasurer@PorscheNet.com
Secretary
Hans Peter Schaefer
28 York Road, Wayland, MA 01778
508 358 9196; secretary@PorscheNet.com
Membership
Dani Fleming and Marcus Collins
16 Meriam Street, Lexington, MA 02420
617 997 9145; membership@PorscheNet.com
NOR’EASTER Editor
Adrianne Ross
781-249-5091, aross@PorscheNet.com
Past President
Chris Mongeon
147 Fire Rd. #12, Lancaster, MA 01523
508-439-2315; c_mongeon1@hotmail.com

Fiona Anderson
Groton MA
2003 Boxster red

Bret Guaraldi
South Easton MA
2007 Cayman s black

David Barron
Sharon MA
2011 911 GTS red

Michael Lynch
Amesbury MA
2010 Boxster gray

Tom Brigiotta
Carlisle MA
2009 911 silver

Howard Masters
Andover MA
2003 Boxster black

Tony Chen
Quincy MA
2008 Carrera 4s
black

Harry Midgley
Wayland MA
2013 911 brown
Jonathan Minko
Boston MA 2014
911 silver

Leland Cott
Concord MA
2004 911 gray

Dana Russian
Winchester MA
2005 Boxster s gray

Committee Chairs
Chair - Autocross
Bill Seymour
Admin@PorscheNet.com
Chair - Concours d’Elegance
Steve Ross
49 Village Brook Lane, Natick, MA 01760
508-653-1695: PastPresident@PorscheNet.com
Registration - Autocross
Dave Berman
1 Wheelwright Ln, Acton MA 01720
781-223-4119: Dh_berman@yahoo.com
Chair -Driver Education
Stan Corbett
21 Elm St., North Grafton, MA 01536
774-275-1621: stanley_corbett@msn.com
Registration - Driver Education
Mark Keefe
508-529-6127: TCReg@PorscheNet.com
DE Tech
Ann Anderson
(617) 593-7545: Ann.Anderson819@gmail.com
Chief Driving Instructor - Driver Education
Jerry Pellegrino
165 W. Central St. Natick, MA 01760
508-651-1316; epe@epe.com
Instructor Development - Driver Education
Bob Kelliher
Zone 1 Representative
Jennifer Webb
514-235-0157; jenniferbischoff@hotmail. com

Louis Decota
North Attleboro MA
2005 911 s gray

Boston
Distinctive Properties™
Robb Cohen& Team

Boston’s
Property
Expert

30##
$0)&/ 
CRS, ASR,
ABR, CNE

President/Broker/Realtor®
#1 Independent Boston Broker Units Sold

41&$*"-*;*/(*/
t#"$,#":
t#":7*--"(&
t#&"$0/)*-t#300,-*/&
t$)"3-&4508/
t-&"5)&3%*453*$5

t.*%508/
t/035)&/%
t4&"1035
t4065)&/%
t8"5&3'30/5
t8&45&/%

3&"-"%7*$&3&"-3&46-54
When you are really ready to buy or sell,
I’m available to make it really happen.

745 Boylston Street ∙ Boston, MA
617.962.0142 ∙ rcohen@bradvisors.com
Search all MLS Listings: www.robbcohen.com
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The NOR’EASTER
c/o Adrianne Ross
17 Karal Dr.
Framingham, MA 01701

To:
Time Sensitive! Do Not Delay

Periodicals Postage Paid At
Framingham, MA
and Additional Offices

